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D.H.  LAWRENCE'S  FORGOTTEN  DREAM:

   THE  SIGNIFICANCE  OF  
"A

 DREAM
    OF  LIFE"  IN  HIS  LATE  N)aORKS*

Hiroshi Mutot

  Late in his life, D. H. Lawtence, often  referred  to as a  utopian,  wrote

a  beautifu1 tale of  utopia.  The year was  ig27.  It being the only  pure-
ly utopian  fiction he wrote,  the  tale renders  with  haunting poignancy
Lawrence's dream of  an  ideal world.

  This touching  stoty  was  left unfinished,  and  untitled.  It was  first
published in igs6,  posthumously, in Phoenix, with  the  misleading  title
"Autobiographical

 Fragment." It was  not  until  ig72  that Keith Sagar
aptly  renamed  it "A

 Dream  of  Life."

  The manuscripts,  both original  and  typed,  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "

are  now  in the  Bancroft Library, University of  Califbrnia, Berkeley.
The holograph presents an  interesting problem : it was  written  in a  note-
book, but the portion of  manuscript  that  remains  intact is followed by
the  stubs  of  seventeen  torn-out  leaves, five of  which  contain  fragments
of  text, i3o  odd  words  in all.i  Perhaps the author  himself tore them
out,  considering  them  to  be unsatisfactory.  So far only  the  intact por-
tion  has been published.
  With the  scene  set  in Lawrence's  hometown,  

"A
 Dream  of  Life "

 t Lecturer at  Keio  University

 
*
 An  earlier  version  of  this  paper was  delivered at the  6ist General Meeting  of  the  Eng-

Eish Literaty Society ofJapan  on  2i  May, ig8g.  I would  like to express  my  gtatitude to the
Bancroft Library, University of  Califbrnia at  Berkeley, and  to  Harry Ransom  Hurn2nities
Research Center, The  University of  Texas at  Austin, for allowing  rne  access  to the manu-
$cripts  of  

"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"
 and  Lady  ([JV6altenldy's Lever, respectively.  For  permission to

quote  from the  manusctipt  of  Lady C;batterltzy's Lover, my  thanks  are  due, firstly, to Laurence
Pollinger Ltd. and  the  Estate of  Mts. Frieda Lawrence  Ravagli, and,  secondly,  to the above-
mentioned  Harry Ransom  Humanities Rese2rch Center, The  University of  Texas at  Austin.
I am  also  gratefu1 to  Mr.  Andrew  Arrnout fbr impteving  my  English.

 
i
 E. W.  Tedlock wrote,  in his llhe Fbeiede Laavrence Cbdection ofD. H. Larwrence Mbnascripts:

-A Descriptive Bihfiagrapby (Albuquerque: Univ.  of  New  Mexico  Ptess, ig48)  64, that thir-
teen

 out  of  the  seventeen  stubs  of  torn-out  leaves bote traces  of  text. However, a$  ef  May
ig8g,  when  I went  through  the manuscript,  enly  five bote such  traces.

                           [s]
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(the published portion) consists  of  two  parts. The  first part depicts the

nzrrator,  a Lawrence-figure atrived  back home  after  a  long absence.

Iamenting the  economical  and  spiritual  deterioration of  the  town,  In.

the subsequent  part, he comes  across  a  small  cave  in an  old  quarry, a

haunt of  his childhood.  Charmed  by its soothing,  womb-like  nature,,

the nartator  enters  and  fa11s asleep  in the  cave.  A  millennium  passes
during his sleep,  and  he wakes  to  find the  hometown  turned  into a.

utopia.  The  story  continues  with  his exploration  of  this dream city,

ending  in a  dialogue between the narrator  and  a  man  of  high rank,  pre-
sumably  the  leader of  the utopia.  As is indicated by the theme  of

utopia,  the setting  in the  author's  hometown,  together  with  the motif

of  a  small,  warm,  womb-like  cave,  Lawrence was  clcarly  searching  into

the  depth of  his psyche, into the  root  of  his being.

   Seen in this light, the  genesis of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"

 ls of  great
interest. The  story  was  meant  to  be one  in a series  of  publications
planned by a  close  friend of  Lawrence,  S. S. Koteliansky. Asked fbr

his advice,  Lawrence suggested  the idea of  a  series  of  writers'  intimate

confessions,  in which  each  of  them  
"
 really  said  a]l he wanted  to say  

":

   Myselg  I'11 give you [Koteliansky] anything  I ean  give: but what  in God's

   name  am  I to  wtite  inlimateij ? If there  were  some  clue-some  point upon

   whi'ch  we're  to  be intimate, so  that  the  things  hung  together  a  bit; if even

   only  a suggestion  from  evetybody  of  what  they  think  the  most  important

   thing  in life-something of  that  sort.  (Lawrence, Lelters 2; ioog)

Obviouslv Lawrence  intended "A
 Dream  of  Life "

 as  the  intimate con-

fession of  his soul  in which  he disclosed what  he considered  to be C`
 the

 most  important thing  in life," In the last few months  of  ig27,  when

the story  was  being composed,  Lawrence was  almost  on  the  brink of

 death. Having  suffered  a  serious  tuberculous  haemorthage a  few

 months  earljer,  Lawrence's health "Tas  in serious  decline; this is st:ongly

 suggested  by the  narrator's  fatigue in 
"A

 Dream  of  Life." As an  im-

 passioned search  into the root  of  his being, as a  touching  confession  of

 the most  important thing  in life, and  also  as  his dream-iike prayer de

profundis, 
"A

 Dream  of  Life" is a  work  not  to  be ignored in the

 Lawrence  oeuvre.

   So far, however, this important work  has been largely neglected.

 Once  in a  while  it is touched  upon  2s  a piece of  curious  vision  among

 Lawrence's late works,  but no  substantial  analysis  of  the story  has ever
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been made.  What  few book-length studies  of  Lawrence's short  stories

we  have, those  by Kingsley  Widmer,  Jannice Hubbard  Harris, and

Haruo Tetsumura, fail to  discuss it. Even  Keith Sagar, the  godfather
of  

"A
 Dream  of  Life," gives no  more  than  a  sketch  of  its salient  fea-

tures: he briefiy mentions  that  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"

 depicts Lawrence's

purest version  of  utopia;  that  Lawrence  felt ambivalent  toward  his

utopia;  that  the  nature  of  the  utopia  was  influenced by what  Lawrence
･saw  in the ancient  Etruscan civilization,  with  which  he was  enchanted,

,and  in the  collier  society  of  his hometown  (Arl zi4-s  ; Lijle into Art

3is-6; LijZ, 2o7  and  2i7;  introduction, Princess, ii).  This paper pre-
,sents  an  in-depth analysis  of  

"A
 Dream  of  Life 

"
 with  special  tefetence

to  its significance  in Lawrence's late works.  The story's  links to some

of  the  major  wofks  of  his late period, especially  to Lady CLhallerfev7's

Lover and  its utopian  vision,  will  be discussed in detail.

  "A  Dream  of  Life," which  Lawrence  most  likely started  late in

October of  ig27,  was  preceded and  fo11owed by two  major  wotks.  One

is a  novella,  T;ee Esc`iped Code, commonly  known  as  [Ilhe Man  IYho Died:

the  first half of  it was  written  in April ig27,  and  published as  a  finished

piece; after  ayear,  in June ig28,  the  second  half was  added.  The  other

work  is Lady dialterdy's Lover: of  its three  versions,  the  second  was

probably written  between December  Tg26  and  February ig27;  the  third,

final version  was  started  around  November  ig27,  and  was  completed  in

January ig28.  .

   "A  Dream  of  Life "
 and  [I;he Escciped Cocfe have many  elements  in

tcommon.  Given the  haunting poignancy they  share  and  the  harrowing

circumstances  in which  they  were  written,  either  could  be described as

Lawrence's swan  song.  Fatigue, loneliness and  pessimism-as well  as

efforts  to get over  them-pervade  these  two  works.  An  emphasis  on

knowledge  obtained  by the  sense  of  touch  is also  seen  in both stories.
                                                     Of  most   The  resemblance  between these  tales goes even  deeper.

vital  importance is the  similarity  of  plot, In a hole of  symbolic  sjg-

nificance,  the pfotagonists of  both works  wake  up  from a state  of

pseudo-death, to start a new  life, to achieve  a resurrection.  In 
"A

Dream  of  Life," the  narrator-hero  awakens  in a  cave  after  a  thousand

 years of  sleep  ; in Tlbe Elscaped Cock, the Jesus-hero wakes  up  in the  
cave

                                   The theme  of  death and  resur-
where  he, assumed  dead, has been laid.

tection  was  of  major  concern  to the tubercular  Lawrence of  that petiod,

who  was  living in the shadow  of  death.
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   There are  further instances which  beat witness  to the importance of
the  image of  a  hole. In the  case  of  

"A

 Dream  of  Life," the old  guarry
in which  the natrator  finds the  cave  is described as  a  sunken  place-
that is,asort of  hole. This quarry alone  retains  the  atmosphere  of  the
"

 good  old  times  
"
 and  thus  takes  the role  of  sanctuary  in the  disin-

tegrating  hometown, A  quarry as  a  hole tends  to be connected  with

something  extraordinary  in the  writings  of  Lawrence and  is also  closely

related  to his father, whose  memory  was  most  dear to Lawrence in his
last years.i In TZ>e Escaped (ft)de, too, the hole-image is not  limited to
the  above-mentioned  cave  where  Jesus is laid. It is to a  small  cave,  in
the  second  half of  the  novella,  that the  heto is led fbr rest by a young
woman  serving  the  goddess Isis. Later, the  Jesus-hero achieves  resut-

rection  through  intercourse with  her. In other  words,  he achieves  jt
by putting himself into a hole known  as  the  vagina.

   One  of  Lawrence's favorite spots  in his late years was  an  umbrella.

pinewood  near  his house in the  suburbs  of  Florence. Whenever  his
condition  allowed  it, Lawrence went  out  to write  Lady diaderlp's Lover
under  a  large umbfella  pine on  the  edge  of  the  wood.  Nearby was  a

small  cave;  when  tired  of  writing,  he would  take  a rest  in the cave,

using  a  Iarge slab  of  stone  fbr a bed. This cave  might  be connected
with  the  hole imagery in "A

 Dream  of  Life "
 and  T2>e Esc`iped Cbde.

  However,  a  more  important factor than  this in the  fbrmation of  the

hole imagery  is Lawrence's trip to the  relics of  Etruria. Early in April.
ig27,  he visited  the ancient  Etruscan  tombs  and  was  gfeatly impressed.
Lawrence  saw  the  realization  of  his dream of  utopia  in the  Etruscan
civilization:  he imagined that  the Etruscan people had transcended

death, living at  one  with  the great cosmos.  The vision  of  resurtection

  
i
 The  accidental  death ofthe  gamekeeper in a  quarry in Zee IZbite Peacocke and  the  heroine's

coming  across  a camp  of  gipsies in a  disuscd quarry in 
"
 The Vitgin  and  the  Gipsy  

"
 2te

exarnples  of  this. See D. H. Lawrence, llhe ler;bile Peaeoefe, ed.  Andrew  Robettson (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge  Univ. Press, ig83)  is2-4;  and  also  D.H.  Lawtence,  St thwr  dy The
Vfrgim and  the Gipev, (Harmendsworth: Penguin, igso)  i86-go.

 The  bitthplace of  Lawtence's father was,  as  Lawrence himselfwtites in a letter, a  cottage

in a  
"quarsy

 hole." This cottage  in a disused quarry prevides a model  fbt the  house of
the  heto in 

"

 Daughters  of  the  Vicar," a  sort  of  sanctuary  in which  the  love between the
hero and  the  heroine can  bloom. See D. H. Lawrencc, The ( bdected Lelters of D. H. Law-
rence,  ed.  Harty T. Moore, 2  vols.  (London: Heinemann, rg62)  2:  gs3; and  also  D.H.
Lawtence, TVbe Pxaussian Ofaer  and  Other Stone'es, ed.  John Wotthen,  (Cambridge: Cambtidge
Univ.  Press, Tg8s)  4o-87, 2o7-246,  and  2s4.
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Lawrence envisaged  amongst  the  tombs  of  Etruria must  have piayed a
vital  role  in the  shaping  of  the vision  of  resurrection  in the hole as
rendered  in "A

 Dream  of  Life "  and  T;ee Escaped Cocvk. It has been
established  that  TZ>e Esc`iped (bc)k owes  much  to Lawrence's visit to

Etruria both in its genesis and  content.

  The  breadth and  depth of  the  Etruscan infiuence on  
"A

 Dream  of

Life "
 is also  evident,  In a travel book, Elrasczan Places, Lawtence

fondly describes his trip. Thc  relief  he feels in the  Etruscan tombs
reminds  one  of  the  relief the  narfator  of  

"A
 Dream  of  Life "

 feels in
the small  hole in the quafry. In Elmfcan Places, Lawrence creates  an

imaginary sketch  of  ancient  Etruscan peasants from the  peasants he
actually  met  as  they  were  coming  home  in the evening.  Many  of  the

elements  in the  sketch  have been incorporated into "A
 Dream  of  Life "

with  little alteration  (Lawrence, Mor:niz(g:g is6-7;  
C`A

 Dream  of  Life "

i7i-5)･

  It is also  to  be noted  that  an  essay  entitled  
"
 Making  Love  to  Music 

'.'

(Lawrence, Phoenix i6o-6),  written  just after  the trip to Etruria, has a
sttucture  very  similar  to  that of  

"A

 Dream  of  Life." In this essay,

after  arguing  that people's dreams are  realized  after  two  generations,
Lawrence disappfovingly discusses the present situation  of  the  relation-

ship  between man  and  woman,  claiming  that  it is the product of  the

dream  of  one's  grandmother's generation. Then, near  the end  of  the

essay,  he goes on  to say  that, like Lawrence himselg the  young  women

of  the  present generation must  be dreaming the  dream of  Etruria, thus

hinting at his hope that the  Etruscan dteam might  come  true.  Surpris-
ingly, the  bzsic structure  of  

"
 Making  Love  to Music 

"
 is identical to

that of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "
 : in both, Lawrence first presents his theory

about  the  relationship  between dream and  reality  in terms  of  genera-
tions, then  builds upon  it to criticize the present situation;  in both,
this is followed by the  reference  to  his utopian  dream. "

 Making  Love
to  Music  

"
 could  be considered  as  a  prototype of  

"A
 Dream  of  Life."

  The other  common  influence on  both works  is V. V. Rozanov, a

Russian  mystic  of  the  early  twentieth  century,  one  of  whose  books
exercised  a  great influence on  Lawrence jn ig27.  In April of  that year,
on  returning  home  from the Etruscan trip, Lawrence found a  book,
which  had arrived  during his absence.  The  book, translated and  sent

to him  by S. S. Koteliansky, was  V. V. Rozanov's Sotiinrin. Lawtence
read  it and  was  greatly impressed. To  be more  exact,  though  Lawrence
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did not  like the  main  body of  the  book, he was  very  much  moved  by
its appendix,  which  was  an  excerpt  from another  book by Rozaov,
T16e APoanopse of Oav T7nees.
  The content  of  this excerpt  is twofbld:  Rozanov's criticism  of

Christian civilization,  and  his vision  of  death and  resurrection.  Rozanov

employs  two  metaphors  for the  vision.  One  is the metaphor  ofa

chtysa]is  and  a  butterfly: the  transformation  of  a  caterpillar  into a  but-
tetfly through  the pseudo-death of  a chrysalis  is compared  to death and

resurrection.  The other  metaphor  is sexual  intefcourse: the perpetua-
tion  of  a  species,  and  the  overcoming  of  individual deaths, through

sexual  intercourse and  its resultant  reproduction  are  used  as  a metaphor

fbr death and  resurrection  (Rozanov i4s-i66).

  Rozanov's vision  of  death and  tesutrection  had a  great influence on

Lawrence, who  was  then  preoccupied with  the same  problem. The
influence of  Rozanov's metaphor  of  sexual  intercourse on  71ee Escaped

( bde has already  been discussed by George  J. Zytaruk (i44-i68). The
other  metaphor,  that of  a  chrysalis  and  a butterfly, closely  relates  to  the

motif  of  resurrection  in the  cave  as  seen  in 11be Esmped  ( bc)k and  
"A

Dream  of  Life ":

 the connection  between the image of  a chrysalis  and

that of  a cave  is obvious,  in that a  cocoon,  in which  a  chrysalis  is Iodged,
is a  sort  of  hole, or  cave.  In 

"A
 Dream  of  Life," there  is even  a  direct

reference  to the metaphor.  Near the  end  of  the  published portion, the
leader of  the  utopian  society  encoutages  the  narrator  with  the  idea of
resurrection,  comparing  him  to a  chrysalis  turned  into a  butterfly:

You  [the narrator]  went  to  sleep,  like a  chrysalis;  in one  of  the  earth's

little chrysalis  wombs:  . .  .  and  you woke  up  like a  butterfiy. But why

not?  Why  are  you afraid  to be a butterfly that  wakes  up  out  of  the  dark
for a little while,  beautifu1? Be beautifu1, then, like a  white  butterfly.

(Lawrence, 
"A

 Dre2m  of  Life 
"

 i8o)

The  metaphor's  importance is verified  by its recurrence  in the  unpub-

lished fragmentary portion. On  pp. 42t4,  the first three  pages of  the

fragmentaty part of  Lawrence's manuscript  notebook  fbr "A

 Dream  of

Life," words  related  to the metaphor  recur  several  times.i

 
i
 D. H. Lawrence,  

"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"

 ["Autobiogtaphical Fragment "],
 holograph manu-

script,  Univ. of  Califbrnia. Betkeley: in pp. 42-44, the  wofd  
"

 buttetfly 
"

 rccurs  fbut times;
"

 ptocreates 
"
 appears  once;  so  does "

 nectat,"  which  is also  telated  to  the  metapher.
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  As has been demonstrated, the  parallelism between Zbe Escmped Cbck
and  

"A
 Dream  of  Life "  is at  once  fundamental and  manifold.  Both

were  written  under  the  influence of  the authot's  visit to  the  Etruscan

relics  and  his reading  of  Rozanov; their plots are  of  the  sarne  struc-

ture.  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "
 and  The Escaped Code are  two  fiowefs emerg-

ing from the same  soil. Given  the  centrality  of  the resurrection  theme

in Lawrence's late works,  
"A

 Dteam  of  Life "
 certainly  deserves the

kind of  close  scrutiny  that  Me  Escaped Cbcfe has received  so  far.

  In September ig26,  Lawrence retutned  to  Eastwood, his hometown,

fbr the last time. There, Lawrence witnessed  a  colliers'  strike  and  was

shocked  by the  degeneration of  the  town  caused  by it. The  violent

eruption  of  class  conflict  he witnessed  then  is thought  to have motivated

Lawrence  to  write  Lady C)baderdy's Lover, whose  first version  he started

the  foIIowing month,  October  ig26,

  It is to  be noted  that, during his stay  in Eastwood, or  immediately

afterwards,  Lawrence wrote  an  essay  about  this homecoming,  which

was  posthumously entitled  
"Return

 to  Bestwood"  (Phoenix ll 2s7-

266).  This essay  and  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"
 are,  to a surprising  degree,

similar.  The  opening  sentence  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "-"  Nothing  de-

pfesses me  mofe  than  to come  home  to the  place where  I was  born 
"

-is  clearly  a  repetition  of  a  sentence  in the  opening  section  of  
"

 Return

to Bestwood"-"It  always  depresses me  to  come  to my  native  dis-
trict 

"
 (Lawtence, 

"A
 Dream  of  Life 

"
 iss;  Phoenix ll 2s7).  In both

works,  Lawrence's hometown  is given the name  of  a  nearby  place,
Newthorpe  and  Bestwood,  respectively.

   In 
"
 Return to B"vstwood," Lawrence deplotes the  ruin  of  his home-

town;  denounces modern,  sttong  women;  and  expresses  his impatience
with  the effeminacy  of  modern  men,  He  then  criticizes  modern  mothers

on  the  basis of  his own  theory  of  generations. All these  elements  are

a!so  seen  in the  first half of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life." In 
"

 Return  to  Best-

wood,"  Lawrence goes on  to  maintain  the  need  to  overcome  class con-

flict and  create  a  society  based on  a  new  vision  of  life. It is this kind

of  society  which  is represented  as  a utopia  in "A
 Dream  of  Life."

   Furthermore,  in "
 Return to  Bestwood,"  Lawrence, while  denounc-

 ing modern  women,  surprises  the reader  with  a declaration of  love,

 
"an

 acute  nostalgia,"  for the colliers  of  his hometown: "It

 is they

 lthe colliers] who  are, in some  peculiar way,  
`home'

 to me"  (Law-
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rence,  Phoenix ll 264).  This impassioned remark  even  suggests  latent
homosexuality. In 

"A
 Dteam  of  Life," too, where  his hometown,  a

mining  town,  is transfbrmed  into a utopia,  men  are  preferred to women:

while  modern  women  ate  criticized,  men  in the  utopia,  supposedly  the

descendants of  the colliers,  afe  described with  sympathy.  It is true  that

the  story  contains  a  scene  in which  men  and  women,  in separate  groups,
engage  in a beautiful ritual  dance. But, undeniably,  the  control]ing

world  of  the  story  is the  world  of  men.  This is testified to, fot ex-

ample,  by the  sympathetic  description of  men  in the utopia;  the  Law-
rence-narrator's  comforting  contact  with  them;  and  the concluding

dialogue between the  narrator  and  the  leader of  the  utopia.  The rela-

tionship  between the  nafrator  and  the men  who  help him  out  of  the

cave  also  suggests  homosexuality:

  I turned  forlorn to  the  men  who  were  with  rne.  The blue-eyed one  came

  and  took  my  atm,  and  laid it across  his shoulder,  laying his left hznd round

  my  waist,  on  my  hip.

    And  almost  immedlately the  soft,  warm  rhythm  of  his life pervaded me

  again.  (Lawrence, 
"A

 Dream  of  Life "  i7z)

  The class confiict  Lawrence witnessed  during his final homecoming
brought into being two  utopian  visions.  One  is a vision inseparable
from the  centtal  theme  of  Lady diaderlp's Lover. In this vision,  class

conflict  and  the  overcoming  of  it are  reptesented  by the  relationship

between a man  and  a woman.  Hence, the  utopia  of  this  vision  is,

paradoxically, more  pefsonal than  social-something  to  be realized  be-
tween  a  man  and  a woman.  The  other  vision  is the  one  in which  the

utopia  is based on  the  relationship  between men.  Compared  with  the

former vision,  this is more  socially  oriented  and  thus  is more  concerned

with  the realization  of  a new,  bettef community.  One  might  call it the
social  vision  as  opposed  to  the  personal vision.  The social  vision

originates  in 
"

 Return  to Bestwood  
"
 and  is crystallized  into fiction as

"A
 Dream  of  Life."i

  Howevet, even  Lady CZ)allerdy's Lover contains  in it fragments of  the

vision  of  the utopia  based on  the  solidatity  of  men.  The gamekeepet

  
i
 Lawrence's quest fbr male  comradeship  2nd  a society  based en  it is observed  eatliet  in

his life. However,  what  I term  the  social  vision  here is different in the  sense  that  it was
inspired by the  $trike  Lawrence witnessed  in ig26  and  thus has a  closer  connection  with  the

colliers  of  his hometown.
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of  the novel  feels comradeship  fbr his fe11ow workers  and  upon  it builds
his dream fbr the teformation  of  existing  society.  This belongs to the
social  vision of  utopia  discussed above.  Sympathetic attitudes  toward

colliers  are  also  seen  in the  world  of  (;hatlerdy. There is refetence  to

the  warmth  and  manliness  of  the  colliers  in the first vetsion  of  diatterig.
In the second  version,  the world  of  colliers  is described as  alive,  woman-

less, and  manly  in spite  of  its ugliness;  and  Lady  Chatterley dreams of  a

utopia  brought forth by them  (Lawrence, IF7nt Lady ( halterdy 6o and

i6s  ; .lbhn T7)omuas is6  and  i62-4).  This utopian  dream, basically identi-
cal  to  that  Df  

"A

 Dream  of  Life," also  appears  with  slight  modifications

in the  first and  third  versions  of  ( eatterdy.

   To  sum  up,  Lady diatterlp's Lover contains  two  opposing  utepian

visions.  One  is the  vision  of  a personal utopia,  which  is closely  related

to  the  heterosexual love of  Lady  Chatterley and  the  gamekeeper; the
other  is the vision  of  a  social  utopia,  the utopia  founded on  male  com-

radeship.  While the personal vision  represents  the  central  theme  of

the novel,  the  social  vision  mostly  lies in the background. "A
 Dream

of  Life "  thus stands  in sharp  contrast  to the  novel:  it is the vision  of

a  social  utopia  which  supports  the  central  theme  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life,"
and  the heterosexual relationship  plays only  a  secondary  role.  The
basic structure  of  Lady  ( hzalterlp's Lover is, in this sense,  exactly  the

reverse  of  that  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life."

  However,  on  the  evidence  of  the manuscripts  of  (]baderligp,-which I
have examined  at  the University of  Texas, Austin, with  the  help of

Michael Squires' excellent  study-among  Lawrence's most  substantial

revisions  in the  writing  of  the  second  and  the third versions  of  C;eal-
terlp are  those  concerning  the  social  vision  of  utopia  and  the game-
keeper's relationship  to other  men.  These revisions  are  as  fbllows: the
addition  and  revisions  in the  third version  of  the  gamekeepet's speech
about  his drearn of  utopia;  the  addition  in the third version  of  the  rap-

port between him  and  his superior  in the  war;  the extensive  revisions

in the gamekeepet's appraisal  of  his own  petsonality, where  his unstable
sense  of  isolation from  other  men  suggests  his longing fbr the  male

relationship.  Of  these, the  first two  examples  will  be discussed later.i

 
t
 Though  talring a  diflerent vicwpoint  from mine,  the  last example  is analyzed  in detail in

Michael  Squires, T;ee Oeation ofLady Chatterley's Lovet(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ.
Press, ig83>  77-84･
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These revisions  suggest  that, though  mostly  in the background in the

world  of  (;6atterlp, the vision  of  the  social,  male  utopia  is, consciously

or  unconsciously,  of  great significance  to  Lawrence himself.

  The  writing  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "

 was  almost  immediately fo11owed

by that  of  the  third  version  of  Lady Chaderigy's Lover. Probably,

Lawrence  started  writing  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"
 at  the end  of  October,

igz7.  He  intended to finish it by Christmas, but it was  left unfinished

<Lawrence, Lelters 2:  iois3  Sagar, D. H. La2¢,rence:  A  thleffdur i66).

And  the  writing  of  the third vetsion  of  ([]baderdy was  begun at  the end
of  November  or-at  the  Iatest-early in December. There is also  a

possibility that  the  holograph manuscript  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"

 and

the  first iio  pages of  that  of  the  third version  of  CZ>atterle-y were  written

in the  same  notebook  (Tedlock, 64-s). More  importantly, a  catefu1

comparison  of  the  text  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "
 with  the  manuscripts

and  the published text of  the  third version  of  enaderlp reveals  the  most

significant  aspect  of  the  relationship  between the two  works:  
"A

Dream  of  Life," especially  its central  vision  of  the social  utopia,  must

have exerted  a  considerable  influence on  the  vTriting  of  the  third  ver-

sion  of  (]ealterlp.

   In the  third version  of  diaderlp, Mellors, the  gamekeeper,  tells

Constance Chatterley about  his dteam of  a  utopian  society.  This scene,

which  comes  just before the  famous passage in which  they  make  love

in the  rain,  is an  important addition;  it first appeared  in the third ver-

sion.  As has been indicated before, even  the  first and  the  second  ver-

:sions  contain  fragments of  the vision  of  a utopian  society.  Compared

to the  third vefsion,  however, the quest for a  better society  as  seen  in

the  fitst two  versions  is more  realistic-that  is, less utopian.  In the

third  vetsion,  the  dream of  a  utopian  society  is given a  much  more

detailed and  impassioned  treatment  by Mellors, who  is more  of  a

spokesman  for Lawrence than  is the  gamekeeper of  the  first two  ver-

sions.  Mellors makes  a passionate speech  about  his dream, saying  that

he wishes  to  wipe  out  the  existing  industrial society,  tear  down  the

present ugly  mining  town,  and,  in its place, build up  a beautifu1 utopian

society.  Needless to say,  this dream of  Mellots is identical to the one

fully realized  in "A
 Dream  of  Life."

   Furthermore, as  is explained  by Michael Squires (44-s, 6g, and  2i2-

 6), in both the holograph  manuscript  and  the  typescript,  the  game-

 keeper's utopian  vision  plays a still more  important role  than  in the
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published text. At the stage  of  proofreading, which  began a few
months  after  the holograph manuscript  was  finished, Lawrence revised

to a  considerable  extent  the text of  the gamekeeper's utopian  speech.,

The gamekeeper of  the  manuscripts  speaks  about  his vision  rnore  pas-
sionately,  more  earnestly,  and  in more  detail. Moreover, in the manu-

scripts,  he treats his utopian  dream as  realizable,  which  rnakes  a  sharp

contrast  with  the  published text. The fbllowing quotations epitomize
these differences; the  first is taken  from the  portion removed  during

proofing; the  second,  from the portion newly  added  to the proofs :

  (i) "
 Yes! "

 she  [Constance] said.  
"
 It [the creation  ofa  utopian  societyS

      has always  been my  secret  dteam. But I felt it could  never  happen
                    ))

      any  more,  never.

        
"Ay,

 it could  though!"  he said.  
"Come

 the  right  moment  an'

      the  right  few fdlks. I could  start it again-even  in Tevershall col--

      Iiers-come the  right  moment."  (Quoted from Squires, appendix  C

      2Is)1

  (2) 
"I'd

 wipe  the  machines  off  the  face of  the  earth  again,  and  end  the

      industrial epoch  absolutely,  like a  black mistake.  But since  I can't.

      an'  nobody  can,  I'd better hold my  peace." (Lawrence, Lady C;bat-

      terdy 23o)

The  extent  to  which  the  vision  of  utopian  society  is emphasized  in the
manuscripts  indicates the third version's  close  connection  with  

"A

Dream  of  Life."

  It is also  to be noted  that, in his speech  about  the  utopian  dream,
the  gamekeeper of  the  manuscripts  refers  to  the  men  with  trimmed

beards and  the song  and  dance which  all appear  in "A

 Dream  of

Life." The  dream  of  building a  
"
 great common  kitchen fbr those  that

wanted  
"

 mentioned  in the  manuscripts  was  also  struck  from the  proofs ;
this dream reminds  one  of  the  great dining room  and  kitchen depicted
in "A

 Dream  of  Life 
"

 (Squires, Appendix  C  2i3-4;  Lawrence, "A

Dream  of  Life "
 i6g,  i72,  i7s-6,  and  i77-8).

   The  gamekeeper's letter to  Lady Chatterley which  concludes  the

novel  is another  addition  to  the  third  version.  The  letter repeats  his
utopian  vision  and  includes a reference  to the group dance and  song,,

similar  to that  in the  excised  portion and  in "A
 Dream  of  Life," thus

  
i
 Appendix  C  in Squires contains  comparative  transcriptions  of  the  manuscripts  and  the,

published text  of  the  gamekeeper)s speech  on  his utopian  dream.
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suggesting  the  impottance of  the vision  in the  third  version.  Michael
Squires concludes  that  Lawrence  first prepared a draft, then  used  it to

compose  the final form of  the  letter in his manuscript  book  (Sguires s s
and  2i7-2o).  Some  interesting differences are  to be fbund between
the  draft and  the  manuscript  book. The gamekeeper in the  draft con-
fides thus  to Lady  Chatterley: "For

 me,  there's  only  you and  me  in
the  world.  But I wish  there  wete  more.  I wish  I had friends too  

"

<Quoted from Squires, appendixD  2ig).i  Clearly, the  longing for com-
fadeship  in the passage bears not  a  little relation  to the dream  of  a

utopian  society  and  also  hints at  the gamekeeper's latent uneasiness  with

heterosexuality, Curiously, in the  manuscript  book, this passage has
been rewritten  to erase  his Ionging fbt friends: "I

 believe in the
little flame between us.  For me  now,  it's the  only  thing  in the  world.

I've got no  friends, not  fiamey [sic] friends. Only  you. And  now  the

little flame is all  I care  about  in my  life "
 (Lawrence, C;eaderlp, third

version,  holograph manuscript).  The draft also  mentions  the  
"
 tribe-

room,"  where  residents  
"
 meet  ･to dance and  sing  and  play and  wres-

tle 
";

 this community  hall, too, which  would  not  look out  of  p12ce in
the  utopia  of  

"A

 Dream  of  Life," has disappeared in the  manuscript

book.

  It is now  clear  that the  third version  of  Latlv ( balterlp's Lover was
written  under  the  influence of  the  utopian  vision  found in "A

 Dream
of  Life." And, probably because this vision is contrary  to the central

theme  of  enaderky (the realization  of  a  personal utopia  based on  hetero-
sexuality),  traces  of  the social  vision  in the third version  were  partly
removed  by the  author  while  revising  the  text.

  There is further evidence  of  the  influence of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "

upon  the third version  of  diallerligpt. As  has been indicated earlier, "A

Dream  of  Life," whose  central  vision  is that of  a  social  utopia,  places
a  special  emphasis  on  the  relationship  between men.  It is two  men

from the  utopia  that look after  the narrator  who  has just awakened,

washing  his body  and  comforting  him with  physical contact.  The
narrator  is also  lectured, advlsed,  and  encouraged  by the leader of  the

utopia.  The  dominant male  relationship  in "A
 Dream  of  Life "

 is
the  one  in which  the  narrator,  a  Lawrence-figute, depends upon  the

 
i
 Appendix  D  in Squires is a transcription  of  the  draft of  the  gamekeeper's  lettet to  Lady

Chatterley, which  is now  located at Southern Illinois University.
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stronger,  superior  man  for guidance and  assistance.

   In the  third  version  of  (]baderdy, the  gamekeeper tells Constance
Chatterley about  his close  relationship  with  a colonel  in the  army  dur-
ing the  war.  This passage was  fifst added  to  the  text in the  third
version.  The gamekeepet says  that the  colonel  and  he loved each

other.  Accotding to him, the  colonel  was  
"very

 intelligent," 
"pas-

sionate,"  and  
"

 never  married  
";

 when  the coloncl  died from pneumo-
nia,  he felt near  death himsel£  The  gamekeeper's devotion to  the
ofHcer  is evident  in this: "I

 lived under  his spell  while  I was  with

him. I sort  of  let him run  my  life. And  I never  regtet  it "  (Lawrence,
Lady Chalterle7 22s).  The love, respect,  and  loyalty he dedicated to
his superior  are  so  unusual  and  abrupt  as to be perplexing to the  reader.

But, given the utopian  vision  of  
"A

 Dream  of  Life," this strange  rap-

port between the  gamekeeper  and  his superior  can  be seen  as  a  reflec-

tion  of  the male  relationship  dominant in C`A
 Dream  of  Life," in which

a  Lawrence-figure depends upon  a  stronger,  superior  man.  In this
sense,  it corroborates  the  substantial  infiuence of  

C`A
 Dream  of  Life "

upon  the  third  version  of  C]ballerdy.

  
"A

 Dream  of  Life 
"-which

 might  be called  the fdtgotten dream in
Lawrence  studies-is  a wotk  of  great significance  in a  number  of  ways.

First, its genesis shows  that  the  work  has a  special,  personal significance
fbr the  author:  it is a  confession  in which  he discloses his intimate
dteam. Secondly, its close  links with  the  two  major  works  of  his late
years, especially  with  Lady  ([JZ>aderlp's Lover, illustrate the pivotal role
played by 

"A
 Dream  of  Life "

 in Lawrence's late works.

  
"A

 Dream  of  Life "
 offers  us  a unigue  perspective from which  to

see  the Lawtentian oeuvre.  Besides its poignant beauty, which  needs
no  clarification,  it is also  a work  that deserves critical  attention  and

detailed analysis.
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